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          THE WOODFIRED CO.

                Australias No1 in all things Woodfired - We have an extensive range of Pizza ovens, grills, smokers & fireplaces to fill your backyard or home with that amazing smell of cooked food to make your mouth water.
              

                SHOP NOW
              


        

      

      
        

        
          TAKE YOUR  ENTERTAINING TO THE NEXT LEVEL

                A woodfired pizza oven is the perfect addition to your backyard this summer! Entertain your guests with a wide range of foods from one of our beautifully designed pizza ovens, perfect for ever occasion!
              

                SHOP NOW
              


        

      

      
        

        
          AUSTRALIA'S COMMERCIAL OVEN SPECIALISTS

                We have a complete range of commercial ovens from Italy or made here in Australia
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                CALABRESE PIZZA OVENS & DIY
              

                  ENQUIRE
                Not just pizzas ! Ever wanted to add that extra feature to your home that draws the envy of friends and family? A gathering is never complete without a good feed, and we aim to bring the flavours of a restaurant to your own private dwelling.
Relish the scent of smoke enriching the air as you plate up one of the world’s most popular culinary favourites amongst the eucalyptus trees of your very own backyard. Thanks to our high quality pre-cast pizza ovens, you can make cooking a fun and flavour-filled experience for all involved.


              

                  EXPLORE OUR CALABRESE RANGE
                

    

  









  
    
      

    

    
      
                BRICK OVEN KITS
              
Our extensive range of brick wood fired ovens can help you achieve your home entertaining cuisine dreams with easy installation or complete DIY kits.
Our fire bricks are a 1500 degree rated fire brick over engineered and designed for everyday use of heating and cooling, Our bricks will NEVER breakdown over time and can handle the ” THERMAL SHOCK ” daily process. Inferior bricks mean bricks that breakdown in your oven and the brick crumbs falling in your food.


              

                  EXPLORE OUR BRICK OVENS RANGE
                

    

  









  
    
      

    

    
      
                GRILLS SMOKERS & FIREPLACES
              
Transform the ambience of your backyard into a magical space for gathering with friends. Roast marsh mellows with kids or sit back and just enjoy an open fire with your family and friends in the comfort of your own backyard.


              

                  SEE THE SMOKER RANGE
                

    

  

















  
    WHY CHOOSE US?
You’ve come straight to the experts in high quality refractory materials, insulation, mortar, and more. Our extensive experience has led us to become a leading supplier both domestically and commercially Australian made products , while staying committed to unbeatable prices and professional service. Explore our range.



  












  
      	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
PREMIUM SERVICE
At the wood fired co we aim to bring you high quality products at very competitive prices. We want you to have an authentic wood fired experience.



            

          
	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
WOOD FIRED SPECIALISTS
At the wood fired co we love playing with fire. In fact its our goal to harness it and make sure we engineer it to maximise cooking performance.



            

          
	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
HUGE RANGE
Our range is growing everyday. Its all about wood fired



            

          
	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
DIY OR PROFESSIONALLY INSTALLED
The team at The wood fired co have qualified installers who can come to your home or workplace to install any of our products. Or you can roll your sleeves up and challenge yourself to our DIY pizza oven kits with our accurate and detailed instructions.



            

          
	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
AUSTRALIA WIDE DELIVERY
With our integrated maps you can find the nearest depot or location for delivery of any of our products - give it a try.



            

          
	            
            
                
                  
                    
                  

                
EXPERT ENGINEERING & DESIGN
All our prodcuts have been tried and tested in the field before any model is sold to you. Computer engineered and specifically made for our company's strict standards our aim is to bring a high quality product built for a lifetime.



            

          


    

  








      
    

    
              OUR MOST POPULAR OVENS
            

              These are our best selling ovens in the pre-cast and brick
            



  












  
      	            
            
                  
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    
 
               
                    

                   
                  

                
                  
                  

                  

              

             
              CALABRESE 800 PRECAST DIY WOODFIRED PIZZA OVEN KIT
The Calabrese range of ovens are unique in their one piece design, efficiency and functionality. Not just a pizza oven but a wood fired oven cooking experience.

Learn More 
  



            

          
	            
            
                  
                  
                    
                    
                      
                    
 
               
                    

                   
                  

                
                  
                  

                  

              

             
              1000MM ROUND DOME POMPEII BRICK PIZZA OVEN DIY KIT
This oven kit is our most popular Dome brick oven and is suited to commercial & domestic applications.
Made from the highest quality refractory materials this kit comes PRECUT – NO CUTTING OF ANY BRICKS AT ALL .

Learn More 
  



            

          


    

  








  
    
      

    

    
      
                EXPLORE THE FULL RANGE
              
Click below to experience our full range of pizza ovens and grills. We also stock everything you will need to keep your pizza oven working flawlessly for years to come.


              

                  CALABRESE PRE-CAST PIZZA OVENS
                
                  BRICK PIZZA OVENS
                
                  GRILLS AND FIRE PITS
                

    

  







  
    
      
       FANTASTIC MEALS FOR EVERY OCCASION

       MORE THAN JUST PIZZAS

       Did you know you can cook almost anything in one of our ovens. We provide a range of recipes to help you enjoy the best our ovens have to offer.

       
Lamb, beef, chicken, bread and even desserts can be cooked in our ovens. And with the heat remaining substantial for several days you can even look at food smoking.

       Click on the recipes to view a downloadable PDF

      

    

    
      
        
          
        

        
          Beer can chicken

          The chicken is lowered onto an upright beer can, so it cooks standing up. It cooks quickly and you can rotate the bird to cook on all sides. The steam from the beer keeps the meat juicy and from drying out in the heat. Remember to drink two thirds of the beer before starting.

        

      

      
        
          
        

        
          Wood fired roast potatoes

          An original roast potato dish wood fired, which leaves the potatoes evenly cooked and fluffy on the inside.

        

      

      
        
          
        

        
          Wood fired sour dough

          How mouth-watering does that sound? Take your brunch to the next level by making sourdough loafs in your wood fired oven. You can make simpler, no knead bread if you don’t have the time to make a sour dough starter.

        

      

      
        
          
        

        
          Wood fired apples

          Take the tops off apples and stuff with raisins and cinnamon and sugar. Bake them in the left over heat of your oven and then serve with ice cream for a simple yet tasty dessert.	

        

      

    

  










  
    
      

    

    
      
                REFRACTORIES AND ACCESSORIES
              
Our range of refractories and accessories meet all your oven needs. Our fire bricks and mortar are of the highest quality, ensuring your DIY project will last a lifetime.
Check out entire range of accessories that will help you achieve outstanding results with your oven.


              

                  FULL REFRACTORIES RANGE
                

    

  













      
        


        
          The decision to get a pizza oven for our new home was the easy bit, the hard part was what type and weather to build it ourselves or get one pre-built. We liked the idea of building our own but getting one to fit the limited space that we had.

                Wilma & John Lyon
              

                Cowra, NSW
              


        

      

      
        


        
          Just like to say how pleased i am with my pizza oven i purchased the pre cast oven, and it has been brilliantwe have had it for about 8 months now and everyone is amazed at the quality and price of the unitthe support from Greg and the team

                Dean Mcnulty
              

                Umina Beach, NSW
              


        

      

      
        


        
          Thanks goes out to Greg and Sydney Firebricks. He was great help during the whole progress, from picking the pizza oven, through to some challenges building the DYI oven. Material was done to perfection, and instructions were spot on. I do highly recommend Sydney Firebricks.

                Oliver Schuster
              

                Mernda VIC
              


        

      

      
        


        
          I would like to thank you and Sydney Fire Bricks, for making the purchased and build of my new Pizza oven, a smooth and successful operation. Now that it is built, I would like to congratulate the people who cut and stacked the pallet for transport.

                Phil Mitchell
              

                Woodroff, NT
              


        

      

      
        


        
          Greg of Sydney Firebricks supplied the ideal kit for my Pittwater pizza oven. He was very responsive to all my questions, worked through design issues with me and provided great after sales assistance.

                Jeremy Sutcliffe
              

                Chairman CSR Limited
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Open Hours

                    Monday to Friday 9:00am - 4:30pm

 
Saturdays - Closed

                  

Contact Info

                    
 02 8411 2546



 info@thewoodfiredco.com.au




2/226 Harbord road, Brookvale, NSW 2100
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